SCUPPER PUP ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
The Scupper Pup is supplied
with the 11” – 18” crossbar in
place. You may find your boat
scupper holes need the shorter
crossbar set which is included
(6”– 11”).

Roll boat back onto Scupper
Pup wheels. You are now ready
to pull or push your boat to the
water. Upright bars may tilt
toward you when you pull or tilt
away from you when you push
the boat. This is normal.

To change crossbars, transfer
snap button from long crossbar
to shorter one. Manually turn
thumb screws holding crossbar
to T-fitting.

Slide
ccrossbar
tubes together,
tube
leaving foam padding on bars.
To hold tubes in position, allow
snap button to emerge from one
of the holes in crossbar. Some
holes may be hidden beneath
foam padding.
If possible, judge which hole
to use by the distance between
drainage or scupper holes in
your kayak. Holes on crossbar
and holes in kayak may not
align. Then, slide crossbars to
match holes in kayak without
use of snap button. Snap button
is not necessary to have cart
function properly. Slip the foam
pad over the joint of the tubes.
A little Armor All® on tubes may
help (do not use oil).

Do not loosen screws securing
T–fitting to upright bars. Slide
out long tubes from T–fitting
and replace with shorter tubes
with snap button inserted. Align
thumb screws with holes in
crossbars. Tighten thumb screws
by hand firmly.
Continue assembly as in first
step.

USING THE
SCUPPER PUP
With boat lying flat, choose
scupper (drainage) holes you
want to use. Adjust Scupper
Pup’s upright bars so they pass
through those drainage holes.
Stand next to boat slightly
behind the scupper holes you
will use. Roll boat over and
balance it on its side, propping it
up with your leg if necessary.
Slide Scupper Pup’s upright bars
through scupper drainage holes.

QUICK RELEASE WHEELS

locate push-button

press down to
clear wheel hub

push axle through

When attaching to
axle, rotate wheel
slowly until tab
settles and wheel
sits snug (the pushbutton should be
popped out)

CAUTION
• Never tow Paddleboy® with any
vehicle.
• Do not carry passengers in the craft
while portaging.
• Damage to the craft or boat cart, or
injury may result from improper use.

WARNING
Portaging a canoe, kayak or other craft
is a strenuous activity. Prior to engaging
in any strenuous activity (including
that involving Paddleboy®), the user
should consult a medical professional
to determine whether physical strain is
appropriate.
By purchasing this Paddleboy®
product the purchaser agrees for
himself/herself and for any and all
other users to release and waive
all claims against Paddleboy® for
damages or injury which may result
from the use of this product.

WARRANTY
Seattle Sports will repair or replace
(at its discretion) any broken or
defective parts for one year from date
of purchase. The customer will be
responsible for the cost of shipping
the Paddleboy® back to the factory.
Seattle Sports will pay all return
shipping costs to customer.
The customer takes responsibility for
the proper attachment and use of the
Paddleboy®. Seattle Sports cannot
be responsible for any damage to
any property arising out of the use
or misuse of its product. Call first for
return authorization: 800 632 6163.
Return to Seattle Sports Co. 1300 N.
Mariposa Ranch Rd., Nogales, AZ.
85621
seattlesportsco.com

